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Highlights

- Long Name Entry Functionality
- Regs and Legs for SEVIS Batch 6.13
- Regs and Legs IV for Financial Aid
- New Prospect/Admissions Data Load Utility
- Multiple Enhancements for Tuition Calculation
- Enhanced Reporting for Veteran’s Benefits
Additional Features

- Delegated Access
- Rules Engine
- Campus Solutions Self Service Mobile
- Notification Framework
- Program Enrollment
Additional PeopleCode added to the following pages to define required values:

ADVIS_REQUIREMENT
CRSE_REQUIREMENT
Campus Community

- First and Last Names 50+ characters trimmed on TS130/TS189
- Field Length Changes to the following Relationships fields: PHONE_DAY, PHONE_EVE, PHONE_FAX
- Martial Status in CS displaying invalid values in HR; also impacts Constituent Transaction Manager (CTM)
- Re-Delivered AppEngine SCC_STD_GRP
- Re-Delivered Student Center Page: SCC_SUM_ADMS_TEST
Contributor Relations

- Re-Delivered App Engines to remove unnecessary PeopleCode to avoid compile errors:

  AV_AUD_MBR
  AV_AUD_INTV
Financial Aid

- Re-Delivered Cobol and SQR processes:
  SFPGRPST.cbl
  FAPCLOOR.cbl
  FATRMU1.cbl
  FAPINAS4.cbl
  FAPFSP15.sqr

- FA Shopping Sheet Changes for IE Compliance and CS Bundle #29 COA calculation errors.
Recruiting and Admissions

- Re-Delivered AppEngine: SAD_APL_PRG
Student Financials

- Re-Delivered Cobol and SQR processes: SFPCRHST.cbl, SFPFECAI.cbl, SFPGRPCL.cbl, SFPFEADJ.cbl, SFP1098P.cbl, SFRSCVW.SQR

- Re-Delivered AppEngines: SF_FEE_RLVR, SSF_SWVR_PS

- Security Change against Users Reversing their own Charges/Payments
Student Records

- Re-Delivered Cobols:
  SRPCEPRD.cbl
  SRPCSMLS.cbl

- Faculty Center: Grade Changes

- Student Center:
  Class Search Fixes
  My Requirements-Enrollment Shopping Cart
  Security Change to Student Admin Menu for Quick Enroll

- XML Transcript (SSR_TSRPT) Performance Adjustments
Key Testing Areas

- CC Person Data (Marital Status, Names)
- AD Update Program Action/Reasons
- FA Self Service – Shopping Sheet
- FA Group Post
- SF Tuition Calculation
- SF Student Waivers
Key Testing Areas (cont.)

- SR XML Transcripts
- SR Student Milestones
- SR Process Student Groups
- SS Student Self Service – My Requirements
- SS Faculty Self Service – Grade Changes
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